Family-Friendly Attractions in Philadelphia
Franklin Square turns 10 in 2016 and is the perfect spot for a family outing. One of William Penn's
original parks, part of his effort to create a "green country town," the square in the Historic
district has many unique attractions that capture the essence of Philadelphia. The park also
invites all visitors to try their putting skills on the 18-hole Philadelphia-themed miniature golf
course. Windmills and waterfalls are replaced by some of the city’s most prominent monuments
and icons, including the Chinatown Friendship Arch, the Philadelphia Museum of Art and
Elfreth's Alley. The course ends when you hit the ball through the famous crack in the Liberty
Bell in front of a model Independence Hall. For food, Steven Starr has partnered with Historic
Philadelphia, Inc. to open a premiere burger and hot dog stand. Visitors can enjoy milkshakes,
sodas, salads, and even gelato at tables and picnic benches throughout the park.
At The Franklin Institute, the entire family can walk through a larger-than-life heart, learn from
Benjamin Franklin's early electricity experiments, travel through a two-story tall neural network
climbing structure with dynamic lighting and sound effects that are triggered by your footsteps
and view IMAX® movies on a four-story domed theater.
A block away, dinosaurs loom overhead and butterflies roam free at the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Drexel University, where four floors of exhibits and interactive activities focus on the
environment.
Just down the Benjamin Franklin Parkway from The Franklin Institute and Academy of Natural
Sciences of Drexel University is The Oval, Philadelphia’s new “Park on the Parkway,” where
families can enjoy free programming, events and activities including interactive games, movie
nights, live music and special events in the summer months.
Located right across the street from The Oval is the third largest art museum in the country, the
Philadelphia Museum of Art. Participate in Art! Explore which combines creative play and
participatory conversation introducing art to young visitors and their families.
Children can also explore the Please Touch Museum® which promotes hands-on learning and
parent-child interaction.
Animal lovers will enjoy America's first zoo, the Philadelphia Zoo, where lions, tigers, bears,
giraffes, gorillas and species from around the world come out to play. Visitors can see these
dynamic animals move 360 degrees-along, above and across visitors’ pathways through the first-inthe-world animal travel and exploration trail system, called Zoo360. With Treetop Trail, Great
Ape Trail and what USA Today readers named was the best zoo exhibit in the country, Big Cat
Crossing, visitors are taken on an experience unlike any other zoo in the world. In 2015, Zoo360
was expanded to include Gorilla Treeway, where the Philadelphia Zoo’s Western lowland gorillas
can enjoy long-distance travel throughout a variety of environments.

And just across the Delaware River, get up-close to over 1,500 species of fabulous fish and marine
life throughout Ocean Realm at the Adventure Aquarium. Home to Hippo Haven, highlighting a
colorful landscape of color and sound within the hippo environment, guests can see these giant
animals like never before.
For the little tykes, ages seven and under, nearby Sesame Place® is the only theme park based on
Sesame Street.
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About Philadelphia Convention & Visitors Bureau
Philadelphia Convention & Visitors Bureau (PHLCVB), www.discoverPHL.com, a private non-profit
membership corporation, is the official Tourism Promotion Agency for the City of Philadelphia
globally, and the primary sales and marketing agency for the expanded Pennsylvania Convention
Center. The PHLCVB competes with its counterparts worldwide for convention and tourism
business. The organisation has divisions dedicated to the multicultural, sports, and life sciences
markets.

